MYRIDE+
Myride+ is a complete software and content remap of a Myride console. The new product
allows you to connect your Myride+ console to any TV screen(s) or projector via HDMI
and send audio to your sound system via stereo leads. Myride+ is suitable for group
indoor cycling in the studio or on the gym floor.
The Myride+ console relies principally on sending its visual content to a third party screen
via HDMI and its stereo audio out (3.5 mm).
Myride®+ does more. And even more.
Compelling virtual coaching in classes that run 100% on their own on the hour, every
hour, every day. Now that sounds like more. Myride®+ meets your need
to maximize every inch of space and every dollar spent on equipment when investing in
your club and your members’ fitness experience.
Improve sales, retention and member fitness by offering the world’s most advanced
group indoor cycling experience
Offer prospective and current members a more flexible indoor cycling timetable with
instructor-led and virtually coached classes
Attract the best cycling instructors in town – and their clients – by building an incomparable group cycling system for them to use
Maintain your members’ motivation with over 140 world destinations and pre-designed
world tour challenges and expeditions
Receive updated support for instructor-led and virtually coached workouts
Receive remote servicing support and software updates via LAN connectivity
Reach English, Spanish and German speaking participants

TECHNICAL OVERVIEW
Full high definition (HD) ready

HDMI ready

Industrial Grade Computer with 500 GB HDD

Free-standing or wall-mounting ready (Via ‘Wave Stand’)

Live MYRIDE OS 3.0 operating system for superior application

Remote on-line servicing ready

Intuitive User Interface (UI) and 17.3” touch screen performance

Remote on-line upgrades ready

TV tuner ready (DVB-T and analog)

Multilingual ready (English, Spanish, German)

Stereo Audio out (3.5mm)

Internet ready (LAN)
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